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Reader Response #1: The Birth of a Nation 

The historical unconsciousness framed, in a large part, by Hollywood historians is discussed gen-

erally and specifically, in reference to D.W. Griffith’s 1915 historical epoch, in “Cultural History Written 

with Lightning: The Significance of The Birth of a Nation.” Evertt Carter argues that Birth of a Nation, 

while not actually reflecting the “birth” of the United States, is the birth of filmic techniques, and ulti-

mately the redefining of art. Three points that represent this thesis are truths, lies, and techniques used in 

Birth of a Nation’s art. 

The truths of The Birth of a Nation are, to borrow the cliché, few and far between (12). While it 

does not show the accurate history of the Civil War and Reconstruction, it does mirror its time. Filmed in 

the early 1910s, this was a time of social turmoil due to massive political, social, and technical changes, 

changes that would ultimately play a significant role in World War I and II. This epic, like any other, re-

flects contemporary understanding and perception. Read at a simple, “bug on the wall” perspective, The 

Birth of a Nation shows the on-going conflicts and dissatisfaction between conflict groups: North/South 

and White/Blacks and Men/Women and Freedom/Slavery. It shows society’s desperate need for a scape-

goat. Put very simply, it stands as an artifact testifying to the racism in early twentieth century United 

States history. Probably the most accurate scene in the film, is one in the ending where the North and 

South unite at the African-American’s cost (white society--through courts and so-called traditions, etc--

continually kept African-Americans lower). Woodrow Wilson, whose history book was also used in writ-

ing The Birth of a Nation,  said, “It is like writing history with lightning, and my only regret is that it is all 

so true” (9). Ultimately, The Birth of a Nation also stands as a truth to the people’s hopes and fears in 

1915. 

Carter addresses the various lies in The Birth of a Nation. It is important to note that Birth of a 

Nation faithfully followed, in “plot, character, motivation and theme,” Thomas Dixon’s The Clansman 
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(11). At one point when Griffith was attacked for the falsity in The Birth of a Nation, he provided the de-

fense that it was based on this novel. Despite this dilemma in pointing out the lies in The Birth of a Na-

tion, the film has layer after layer of history being destroyed, thus giving the mass society an inaccurate 

presentation, ultimately harming the historical memory. This film largely represents this aspect in two 

ways, according to Carter, race relations and the Ideal South.  

The film shows the combination of black/mulatto men and white women as standing for the taboo 

miscegenation. In reality, it was white men and black women. The film further contributes to the “tragic 

mulatto” stereotype in film. Birth of a Nation shows the “mulatto” as having “magical” corruptive powers 

(14). One lie, present throughout the screening, is that the majority of the black characters are not actually 

African-American. These blackface characters are often “animal” like, one-dimensional characters who 

are literally disarmed at the ending (14-5). In the original ending, all African-Americas were put on a ship 

and sent back to Africa. This film is built on lies.          

The Ideal South has a “mammy,” cheerful housemaids and slaves, and acts and feels from its 

heart. Furthermore, the South is opposite of the North, the North is cold, harsh, mechanical, inhumane 

(13). The historical reality lends to the Southern ideals actually being cold, harsh, and inhumane. On the 

other hand, this film is also inaccurate in its portrayal of the North and South being completely homoge-

nous.         

It is paradoxical that such a psychologically powerful--energizing and devastating--work is well 

respect for the filmic techniques it engendered--so much so as to cause the etymology of art to expand, 

according to Carter (10). It is ironic that the first full-length film is also the most racist work in United 

States film history. Griffith, unlike others, moved the camera (16). With the camera no longer being a 

fixed tripod, it can communicate more messages and imitate life more completely and shifted to a differ-

ent magic (i.e., real life) not possible in performances done on stages (e.g., for plays). Griffith also was 

the first to juxtapose sense and overlay different scenes. Some scenes even have color tinting.  

I enjoyed Carter’s article; he successfully creates and follows his thesis, while also shedding light 

on the appropriate context. I think this article would have been easier to follow if he had used subtitles 
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when making a major shift in topic. I would like to see some information on the opinions--positive and 

negative--people expressed about The Birth of a Nation when it first came out. Did they see it as an epic, 

a work of clean humor, a work of fiction, etc? On the point of humor, I surmise that some of the television 

shows watched today by mass society, as escape humor, could be looked at in eighty or ninety years as 

being very racist. Although, I agree The Birth of a Nation does indeed convey attitudes and actions that 

are not favorable or enjoyable in anyway, I sometimes wonder if perhaps we are judging it too much by 

our standards in the twenty-first century. This film and contemporary scholar’s reaction to it are fascinat-

ing to me.  


